NEW RELEASE CDs

NILS LOFGREN Blue With Lou £11.99
PIP BLOM Boat [Heavenly] £9.99
RICHARD HAWLEY Further £10.99
SACRED PAWS (Shopping) Run Around The Sun [Rock Action] £9.99

ALBERT CASTIGLIA Masterpiece £11.99
BCUC Emakhosini £9.99
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY Swingin' in Seattle: Live At the Penthouse £11.99
EBO TAYLOR, PAT THOMAS & UHURU YENZU Hitsville Re-Visited [Mr Bongo] £9.99
FUJIYA & MIYAGI Flashback £9.99
GNOOMES MU! [Rocket] £9.99
KISHI BASHI Omoiyari [Joyful Noise] £10.99
GREYS Age Hasn't Spoiled You [Carpark] £10.99
KENNY WAYNE SHEPHERD The Traveler [Provogue] £11.99
NOUVELLE VAGUE Curiosities £9.99
PAUL BLEY, GARY PEACOCK & PAUL MOTIAN When Will The Blues Leave [ECM] £12.99
ROMANO DROM  Give Me Wine  [Riverboat]  £9.99  
SOUTHERN AVENUE  Keep On  [Concord]  £9.99  
STUART A. STAPLES (Tindersticks)  Music For Claire Denis' High Life  [City Slang]  £11.99  
THE LITTLE UNSAID  Atomise  [Reveal]  £9.99  

COMPILATIONS

NEW RELEASE LPs 31/5/19

LEE 'SCRATCH' PERRY Rainford [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP on On-U-Sound] £19.99

PIP BLOM Boat [LP + MP3 on Heavenly] £16.99

RICHARD HAWLEY Further [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP] £19.99

SACRED PAWS (Shopping) Run Around The Sun [LP on Rock Action] £19.99


ARLO DAY Bad Timing EP [Indies Exclusive 10” on Domino] £11.99

FRANK TURNER Poetry Of The Deed - Tenth Anniversary [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour 2LP] £21.99


GEOFF BARROW & BEN SALISBURY DROKK: Music Inspired By Mega-City One [Deluxe 2LP on Invada] £25.99

GNOOMES MU! [Ltd. Colour LP on Rocket] £19.99

IAN BROUDIE (Lightning Seeds) Tales Told [180g LP] £21.99


KISHI BASHI Omoiyari [Colour LP on Joyful Noise] £19.99


LUNGBUTTER Honey [LP on Constellation] £19.99


MADONNATRON Musica All Puttanesca [Colour LP on Trashmouth] £16.99
NOUVELLE VAGUE Curiosities [LP] £18.99
PSYCHEDELIC PORN CRUMPETS And Now For The Whatchamacallit [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Splatter LP on Marathon] £18.99
SOUNDWALK COLLECTIVE feat. PATTI SMITH The Peyote Dance [2LP on Bella Union] £22.99
STUART A. STAPLES (Tindersticks) Music For Claire Denis' High Life [180g LP on City Slang] £21.99
THE SHINING LEVELS The Gallows Pole [LP on Outre Disque] £18.99
THE STREETS Everything Is Borrowed [LP] £18.99
THE WILDHEARTS Renaissance Men [LP on Graphite] £16.99

COMPILATIONS

VARIOUS ARTISTS Ska- From The Vaults Of Federal Records [LP on Kingston Sounds] £14.99